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The project’s draft demanded to design a self-sufficient communit;, the activity pattern chosen is urban agriculture. In cities determined by their 
high population density and unrestrained urban growth, green roofs and urban garden-like projects are consolidating as leisure and ecological 
alternatives for their future development.

The solution is approached as an adaptable structure that reconnects the roofs of several buildings and can easily be widen. Under this organic shell, 
it gathers functions of horticulture, market, catering, workshops and even housing. The accesses might, either take advantage of the own building’s 
communication system, or adhere to the concerned façades as parasitical structures. The project’s goal is to reconquer roofs to generate this way 
new habitable spaces in the middle of highly densified cities, achieving maximum environmental sustainability and self-sufficiency.

Placed in the middle of the Nature reserve of Cabo de Gata, this typical andalusian “cortijo” built in the 18th century has has been used as the 
breathtaking backdrop for many classic western films such as “The good, the bad and the ugly“. 

The intervention for the Center for agricultural and landscape development tries to take advantage of the ruins of the cortijo, respecting its current 
condition. A platform goes through the new uses generating squares between them. The etfe parasols, emulating the plastic sea of Almeria protect 
the areas that have lost the original cover. Finally, the boxes adapt to the specific requirements of certain uses, modular and easily detachable, 
designed incorporating pladur system.

Looking ahead, more and more, buildings must be capable of adapting to any situation, to any scene. This is the case of the 
Battersea, survivor throughout the years, as a landmark for London and that seeks to reinvent now with a new use, a dream’s factory

Everything is flexible: light, sound and space perception. One might arrive to this great space and find it empty, overwhelming by its size, and then 
observe the white traces marked on the ground, which, as in a great theatre, speak of what can actually happen there. Then, looking up, he would 
perceive volumes, objects, walkways and natural light flows, everything diffuse and complex, two opposite worlds, that of the spectator and 50 
meters above, that of stage manufacturers capable of imagining, creating and surprising, transforming into a dream scenario the Battersea Power 
Station.

Future retail environments will prove to be more multifunctional and versatile spaces. Regarding production means, the world is increasingly committed 
to local and handcrafted products. As a major proposal, in opposition to the XIXth rural exodus, I imagine a countryside reconquest of cities.

An urban subsystem of connected roofs with mixed programs: including small trading stalls and workshops, promoting this way a sustainable and 
efficient use of natural resources. Commercial architecture turns thus into a breakthrough for the great physical barriers which exist in big cities, 
and also into a way of reconnecting spaces and inhabitants between them, retrieving the traditional idea of markets as spaces for exchange and 
encounter.

Learning environments tend to blend into existing landscapes embracing them and raising, thereby, awareness on the importance of care and 
maintenance of environmental as well as architectural heritage. The future lies in respecting the past by learning from it.

In the sphere of education, research plays an essential role; this particular project focuses on new cultivation techniques. The conception of these 
spaces will have to be in accordance with these ideas: using local and sustainable materials applied in detachable building systems respectful with 
the existing landscape.

Future working environments will have to be flexible: being capable of adapting to the companies’ variable growth and their itinerant movements. 
In such an interconnected world appear with increasingly frequency working or exhibition spaces for rent and trade fairs, with changing tenants and 
requirements. On the other hand, transparency will be an important value, not just between workers of different hierarchy but also in the processes 
in which companies are involved.

Being aware of this mutant condition, architectural working spaces will take advantage of new technologies to meet these requirements and will 
look for unusual spaces to develop, appropriating, for example, of already existing spaces like the abandoned Battersea Power Station in London.
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